
   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring devices 

Measuring devices 

not only for information 

and communication technologies 
Are you looking for savings and don´t want to reduce the quality of the services provided? Do you 
need to measure equipment and lines only for a limited time? Are you looking for purchase of a 
used machine with a guarantee and at an affordable price?  



 

SITEL, spol. s r.o.,  CIN: 447 97 320, Registered in the Business Register maintained by the Municipal Court in Prague, Section C 
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Service description  

SITEL as a Livingston / Microlease distributor for the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Hungary, Russia and Ukraine has prepared a unique solution for lending and 
sale of measuring technology for you, not just for information and 
communication technologies (ICT). What does our offer mean for you? If you 
think over spending on an expensive device, consider purchasing options other 
than direct purchase. The form of lending or rent by us allows you to reduce 
the cost of your purchase and also reduce the risk connected with the 
purchase of an unsuitable device. In our offer there are new and used 
measuring devices. These are offered not only for rent but also for sale. 
 

Areas our offer assistance  

 
 

 Optical fibres 
CD/PMD dispersion meters | Fibre welding machines | Attenuation meters | 
DWDM Optical Spectrum Analyzers |OTDR  
 

 General use 
Calibrators | Functional generators | LCR meters | Logic analyzers | meters | 
Oscilloscopes | Supply of electricity | Bus and signal analyzers 
 

 Electrical and industrial testing  
Cable and pipe locators | Dataloggers and data recording devices | Wiring 
tests | EMC | Ecological tests | Quality of electricity | Thermocameras | 
Flowmeters 
 

 RF and microwave devices 
Accessories | Amplifiers | Counters | Network and impedance analyzers | 
Noise source meters | Signal generators | Spectral analyzers | Vector signal 
analyzers 

 Communication 
Antenna / cable analyzers| Stationary / portable testers |  Communication 
devices (E1, xDSL, POTS) |  Test modules / Surveying devices |  LAN cable 
certification |  IP performance testers | Analyzers PDH/SDH/SONET | Protocol 
analyzers | Television testing devices 

Benefits to customers 
For all communication, you have only one contact point for lending, 

purchasing, servicing of any measuring device. We offer complete 

independence from producer, as Livingston / Microlease has more than 50,000 

devices in stock from leading producers in the market. Another advantage is 

unmatched service provision for the duration of the loan. For example, in case 

of a fault, a spare device is provided free of charge within 3 business days.  
 

Contact  
If you would like to discuss your needs in detail or prepare an estimate, please 
do not hesitate to contact us:  

TEL: (+ 420) 267 198 251  
E-mail: LS@sitel.cz 
www.sitel.cz  

http://www.livingston-global.com/c_rf-microwave/
http://tm.livingston.co.uk/s_communications/copper-access-e1-xdsl-pots/
http://tm.livingston.co.uk/s_communications/copper-access-e1-xdsl-pots/
http://www.livingston-global.com/s_communications/drive-testsite-survey-network-optimization/
http://www.livingston-global.com/s_communications/lan-cable-certification/
http://www.livingston-global.com/s_communications/lan-cable-certification/
http://tm.livingston.co.uk/s_communications/ip-network-performance-testers/
http://tm.livingston.co.uk/s_communications/pdhsdhsonet-analysers/

